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Helping keep society safe in a digital world
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The analogy……

What stage do we
want to catch this?
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Data Security Risks & Cyber Resilience in
Critical Infrastructure
>2020
Networked Industries

Cyber Security is about…..

Networked Everything

Networked Consumer Electronics

2014

Securing Networked Society
Cyber ‘Big’ Data Ecosystem
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…….any effort to protect private
infrastructure and assets—whether
physical or virtual—“is more a matter of
business models and regulation …
than of technology.”
Ross Anderson,
Professor of Security Engineering
University of Cambridge

Traditional security models have been stretched to their
limits of efficiency and effectiveness
GAP
= Unacceptable Risk
•
Budget
•
Resources
•
Capability

Innovation
Cybersecurity
Threats
Regulations

PAST

PRESENT

Innovation

Threats

Regulations

Ex. People accessing their bank
account once or twice a week via one
digital source (ATM) to people
accessing their account 4-5 times a
day through multiple digital channels

Used to be a single, smart individual
trying to hack a system just to see if
they could. Now, it’s organized crime
with sophisticated teams on a global
scale trying to steal and destruct.

Have increased and have managed to
keep up with the threats and
innovation, but a company’s ability to
implement and comply with the
regulations has become increasingly
difficult and costly.
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What does Good look like – operational view

IDENTIFY

PROTECT

DETECT

RESPOND

Develop the organizational
understanding to manage
cybersecurity risk to
systems, assets, data, and
capabilities.

Develop and implement the
appropriate safeguards to
ensure delivery of critical
infrastructure services.

Develop and implement the
appropriate activities to
identify the occurrence of a
cybersecurity event.

Develop and implement the
appropriate activities to
take action regarding a
detected cybersecurity
event.

….STRATEGY, POLICY, GOVERNANCE, AWARENESS….

As prevention by itself is no longer sufficient, it has become essential to develop
organizational capabilities to effectively detect and respond to malicious behavior

Increased number of cyberattacks on businesses have
exploded and cause the direct /indirect costs
Cost of a Cyber Security Breach

©

Costs cluster

Description

Administrative and
recovery actions

Actions include communications and business continuity activities, restoring the
services or restocking and any other management activities to restore the
organisation’s operations

Intellectual
property losses

Patented information, copyright material, trade secrets, customer lists, and
other commercially-sensitive information

Penalties

Legal or regulatory fines (such as for data protection breaches),
compensatory payments to customers (for inconvenience or consequential
loss), or contractual compensation (for delays, etc.)

Property losses

Losses of stock (whether physical or digital) or failure to deliver services, or
from financial theft or fraud

Reputation losses

Loss of goodwill, market value, reductions in share price, loss of customer
or business partner confidence, etc

Security activities

Source: CGI:

Investigation of the incident, supporting law enforcement authorities in their
investigation, making backed-up records available, and putting in place
enhanced security measures to prevent a repeat of the incident.
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Prevention is not enough…

Attack Begins

Attacker Surveillance
Target
Analysis

Discovery/
Persistence

Attack
Set-up
System
Intrusion

Cover-up
Starts

Access
probe

Leap Frog
Attacks
Complete
Cover-up
Complete

Attacker free time

Defender
capabilities

Attacker
capabilities

Physical
security

Threat
Analysis

Monitoring &
Controls

Defender
discovery

Need to collapse free time

Incident
reporting
Containment

Attack
forecast

Impact
analysis

Damage
identification

Attack Identified

Response

System
reaction

Recovery

PIPEDA

FIPPA

HIPAA

PIPA

Privacy
Law

Alignment to Legislative Requirements

Privacy Management Framework

27001

SOX

GLB

Personal Info Management

PCI DSS

Regulatory
Standards

Privacy / Security Expertise

Performance against Security Control Objectives

Reporting Engine
Global
Threats

Asset
Vulnerability

Client
Response

SIEM Engine

Log Monitoring, Alerting
and Notification

Normalization & Correlation Engine
Log
Browsing

High
Availability

Custom
Adapters

Activity
Reports

Compliance dashboard

Optional Service
Components

SIEM Engine
Security Information Mgmt

Long Term
Archival

Log Aggregation

Optional Service
Components

Base Service
Security Event Log Mgmt

Firewall

IDS

AV

URL

Firewall
Firewall
Firewall

IDS
IDS
IDS

AV
AV
AV

URL
URL
URL

Etc.

Etc.

Performance

Fault
Security Component Mgmt
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It takes a team

Confidential
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Security incident management: process overview
SANS incident handling: 5-step methodology

1
●
●
●
●
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Preparation

Align procedures and tools
Identify team members to be involved
Have accurate information at hand
Ensure communications are ready

Handling & Remediation

Align and integrate methods for input;
● Service Desk
● Threat Feeds
● Monitoring Tools
● CGI Global SOCs
● Client initiated
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Analysis & Assessment

● Limit the scope and magnitude of incident
● Determine and communicate the most appropriate
containment method
● Update security incident report as required
● Gain client approval and implement containment
measures (either CGI or client in consultation with CGI as appropriate)
● Get confirmation that service has returned to normal
parameters
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Detection & Notification

3

● Investigate incident identity, nature and extent to
determine its severity and impact
● Escalate internally if required
● Alert client and open incident in Security Incident
Tracking tool and ticketing system

Post Mortem
● Document the chronology of events, lessons learned reviews, support of any
efforts to sanction malicious acts, updating policies or processes, etc.
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The Cybersecurity We Need Today

 Aligned To Industry and Business Context
Advanced Capabilities

 Tighter Integration Between Disparate Instances
 Adaptable Architecture and Speed to Change

Enhanced Intelligence
and Analytics

 Continuous Monitoring
 Global Threat Intelligence
 Improved Correlation, Analytics and Incident Handling

Optimized for the
Business

 Advanced Levels of Protection and Response
 Efficient and Timely Audit Capacity
 Costs Better Aligned to Risks
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Thank You

